Remember - There are four forms of poison. Unscramble the words to complete the sentences and then fill in the crossword below.

1. Your grandmother might put these smelly things in her closet to scare away the moths. ____________ are a ____________ poison.
   
   (1A) SBALMOLHT
   (1B) LIDSO

2. This fuel will keep your lamp burning but is not safe to drink.
   ____________ is a ____________ poison.
   
   (2A) MALP LOI
   (2B) QUILDI

3. You can polish your wooden table with this ____________ but ____________ is not safe to play with.
   
   (3A) YARPS
   (3B) NUTIREFUR LIPOSH

4. ____________ is an ____________ poison that is never safe to breathe.
   
   (4A) MOESK
   (4B) NIIVIBELS
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